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ISSUES, DISCUSSIONS, OPINIONS
On February 19 of this year, journalist Aras Lukðas published a romantic article entitled A diplomat
who did not look for compromises,
dedicated to the 115th anniversary
of the birth of inter-war and war activist Kazys Ðkirpa, in the Lietuvos
þinios newspaper.
According to the journalist,
K.Ðkirpa was the officer leading the
hoisting of the Tri-colour above the
not as yet recognized capital of our
country. A participant in the decisive
struggle for independence. Organizer of military reconnaissance, and
chief of general staff. An officer who
resisted the coup of 1926. A diplomat who urged the Lithuanian government to defend itself using nondiplomatic means against any
threats to its sovereignty. Organizer
of an uprising against Soviet occupants, and prisoner of German Nazi
authorities.
The author presents an energetic officer, appointed ambassador to
Germany on the eve of the Second
World War. As A.Lukðas admits,
K.Ðkirpa is usually linked to the Lithuanian Activist Front (LAF) and the
June 1940 revolt. A symbolic mistake: if the revolt had really taken
place in 1940, when the LAF had
not yet been formed, then it would
have been an elemental response
to the Soviet army being led into Lithuania or to the falsification of the
Soviet elections into the Peoples
parliament. But the uprising began
a year later - on June 23, 1941, the
day after the Germans invaded Lithuania. In a panic, and unable to
organize a resistance, the Soviet army was already retreating to the
east. The entire Soviet administration evacuated along with the army.
Given this situation, the work of the
Since the beginning of independence, Akiraèiai has given much
recognition to the revolt of 1941, and
to the Holocaust, a topic which had
not yet been discussed. The cornerstone article, or more accurately, interview with emigre historian Saulius
Suþiedëlis, was printed in 1991 (Nr.
9-10) and 1992 (Nr.1). The Akiraèiai
editorial office admitted that it was
accustomed to present [the 1941 revolt] only in bright colours, and at
the same time indicated that it had its
dark sides: the political naivete of the
heads of the revolt; the unfounded
hope in the Nazi Reich; the acts of
revenge and licence that happened
during the revolt, and the start of the
killing of Lithuanias Jews; the beginnings of a flirtation with Nazi Germany by some of the LAF activists once
the Germans occupied Lithuania.
The editors noted that these issues are reflected in documents
found in USA archives (primarily referring to the fund of former Lithuanian diplomat Edvardas Turauska).
Akiraèiai invited Saulius
Suþiedëlis to examine the documents and to answer several questions about these events. At the time, the historian was writing an extensive historical work about Lithuania during the Second World War,
and in 1991 was collecting research
material also in Lithuania.
For the first time in historiography, S.Suþiedëlis brought a wider
light to the mentioned white stains
of the 1941 events, including the
massive Holocaust of the Jews of
Lithuania. The historian singled out
two painful issues: how the LAF imagined liberated Lithuanias economic and political relations with the
Reich, and how much the ideology
of nationalism, and fascist ideas in
general, affected the attitude of Lithuanian activists.
In this interview, the Akiraèiai
editorial office and S.Suþiedëlis for
the first time publicly questioned the
credibility of Sukilimas (Revolt),
a book written by the emigrant former LAF leader Kazys Ðkirpa.
During the discussion it became
clear that individual sections in
K.Ðkirpas book on the LAFs planned fate for Lithuanias Jews, and
its radical anti-Semitic attitudes, had
been crossed out of a cited document entitled Instructions for freeing
Lithuania. S.Suþiedëlis presented
several other similar examples, and
added that, we have even more
examples of the cleaning up of text
and reality. E.g., the introduction to
a collection entitled Lithuanian arc-

LAF in fact was limited to carrying
out country-wide pogroms against
the Jews.
Having mentioned the LAF, the
journalist conceals K.Ðkirpas role as
founder of LAF headquarters. The

ded by K.Ðkirpa, was closely linked
to the chief headquarters and military reconnaissance of the Nazi German army.
As head of the LAF, K.Ðkirpa is
personally responsible for the ac-

the Lietûkis garage, organized on
Jun 27, 1941 - the most famous of
the pogroms during the first week of
the war. At a meeting during which
minister V.Þemkalnis-Landsbergis
presented information about the

Germany was transferred to a privileged camp for interned persons.
K.Ðkirpa knew that the killing of
220,000 Lithuanian Jews would not
be forgotten, and neither would his
role in preparing the perpetrators of

THE OTHER SIDE OF THE HEROS LEGEND
LAF was founded on November 17,
1940, in Berlin - as a fighting military
organization based on anti-Semitic
and anti-communist ideology. In the
practical activities of the LAF, anti-Semitism, anti-communism, and antiSovietism melded into one concept,
and the organization thus became
similar to the Nazi punitive bodies.
Was it not as a result of K.Ðkirpas efforts that the LAF became a
tool to foment hatred of the Jews and
communists, a tool to physically destroy Jews and all other undesirable
persons? The Frontists liquidated
Lithuanian citizens, families in their
entirety - from grey-haired old people
to infants.
The underground anti-Semitic
activities that were led by the LAF
took place from the autumn of 1940
to the spring of 1941. That fact is proven by documents whose originals
are presented in a book by Liudas
Truska and Vygandas Vareikis, called The Preconditions for the Holocaust: Anti-Semitism in Lithuania.
Second half of the 19th Century - June 1941 (Vilnius, 2004). They clearly reveal the true meaning of the
work of this organization.
Historians have thus far not
clearly explained where the funding
for the LAF came from, but it is written that its Berlin headquarters, hea-

tions of the Frontists, groups of
whom carried out his instructions
and orders, and helped the Nazis to
occupy Lithuania and massively
destroy the Jews.
For K.Ðkirpa, the LAF was a prop
in his goal to achieve the highest
position in Lithuania: the day after
the Nazis invaded Lithuania, i.e., on
June 24, 1941, the LAF announced
the formation of a Provisional Lithuanian Government (PLG) headed by
Kazys Ðkirpa, who, while located in
Berlin, hoped for the support of Hitler himself.
But the aims of the ambitious colonel K.Ðkirpa did not coincide with
the worldly ones of the German jefreiter: according to Hitlers plans, Lithuania, Latvia, and Poland were to
become the eastern province of Germany - Ostland. The Reich didnt
need Lithuanias national government, and the energetic K.Ðkirpa
was placed under house arrest in
Berlin, while Juozas AmbrazevièiusBrazaitis became provisional head
of the provisional government.
The provisional government did
not control the situation in the country. And at their own discretion, the
Frontists carried out pogroms
against the Jews.
The PLG can be described in
terms of its attitude to the pogrom in

brutal torture of the Jews at the garage, the PLG passed a recommendation, that ...regardless of all the
actions that should be taken against
the Jews for their communist activities and injury to the German army,
partisans and individual residents
must avoid public executions (i.e.,
killings and death sentences - ed.).
The PLG was abolished at the
beginning of August. The Nazi administration which had taken on the
running of the occupied territory began to control the activities of the
Frontists and brought an end to the
chaotic extermination of the Jews.
The time had come for the organized Nazi-led killing process. The
LAF members became obedient
tools for killing the Jews, and in their
brutality shocked even their new
bosses. No words about the positive aspects of the role of the LAF can
wash away the blood of the tens of
thousands of innocent victims from
its history and from the name of its
founder, K.Ðkirpa.
In consideration of K.Ðkirpas
contributions to the Reich, the Nazis
did not throw him into the Moabite
prison, or send him to the Buchenwald concentration camp. K.Ðkirpa
was put under house arrest and lived in Berlin until 1944, and shortly
before the capitulation of Hitlers

this bloody aktion. He thus made
sure to create an alibi for the organizing of the bloody slaughter in Lithuania - after the war he wrote a
book entitled Revolt, which to a
certain degree is a falsification of the
history of the Second World War in
Lithuania.
It is difficult to understand the
point of A.Lukðas article, A diplomat who did not look for compromises. Why depict him as a patriot today, when there are many documents revealing the true nature of
K.Ðkirpas activities? To what end did
the author of the article conceal the
judgement of K.Ðkirpas founded
LAF, its role in fostering anti-Semitic
hysteria in Lithuania, and the active
participation of the Frontists in the
killing of Jews? Is this the same journalist, who, in the same newspaper,
on September 25, 2009, lamented
the killing of the Jews in an article
entitled The killing of Jerusalem of
Lithuania? Where is the real journalist Aras Lukðas?
The reader can judge the reliability of the Ðkirpas presentation of
the events of the Second World War,
and his own role in them, in an article by Mindaugas TAMOÐAITIS - Topical themes of 20th C. Lithuanian
History.
Milan CHERSONSKIJ

THE REVOLT OF JUNE 1941 AND
THE TRAGEDY OF THE JEWS OF LITHUANIA
The freethinking monthly Akiraèiai (Horizons), which reflects the attitudes of the progressive Lithuanian intellectual elite,
published an analytical article by Mindaugas TAMOÐAITIS, entitled Topical themes of 20th C. Lithuanian History (2009, Nr.2-3).
The article thoroughly reviews publications from the last twenty years, and especially ones related to the Second World War.
Since part of the article, under the heading The June 1941 revolt and the tragedy of Lithuanias Jews, examines how the theme
of the Holocaust is treated in Lithuanian historiography, and refers to the evaluation of the role of the Lithuanian Activist Front
(LAF) and the actions of Kazys Ðkirpa during the Second World War, and because arguments related to these issues continue
both in Lithuania and among its emigrant population, the J of L takes this opportunity to offer it to its readers.

hives: Bolshevik years, edited in
1952, states that in some places,
one or another sentence was omitted due to the abnormal conditions,
i.e., by the German occupation. According to the historian, what in fact
was removed was anti-Semitic material that had ended up in the publication during the German period.
Returning to K.Ðkirpas book Sukilimas, S.Suþiedëlis admitted that
K.Ðkirpa had omitted entire sentences, including all instructions urging
that anti-Jewish actions be taken in
case of war (Not even ommission
dots were used to indicate the parts
of the text that were taken out.). The
historian was shocked at the discovery: It is somehow easier to understand when an author decides
for some reason not to publish a
compromising document, but to
clean up a document and then to
present it to the public as important,
authentic material - that, readers will
have to judge for themselves.
S.Suþiedëlis admitted: One of
the problems in judging Kazys Ðkirpas activities is the fact that it was...
K.Ðkirpa himself who mostly wrote
about the activities of the head of
the LAF.
During the interview it became
clear that emigrant and former head
of the provisional Lithuanian government, Juozas Ambrazevièius, had acted in a manner similar to K.Ðkirpa.
In his book Vienø vieni (All on our
own), he consciously did not include an entire excerpt from a document
entitled An appeal to the nation by
the Lithuanian Provisional Government, issued on June 25, 1941. The
author of the book totally removed
the part which glorifies A.Hitler, without noting the ommission.
S.Suþiedëlis came to certain
conclusions in his interview: In
comparing the existing documentation in the archives with a great deal
of the history of Lithuania during the
war period that continues to be proclaimed in Lithuania even now, I be-

came convinced that we are still quite removed from an open look at the
past. (...) I venture to confirm that the
summer of 1941 is the very bloodiest period in the recent history of
Lithuania. I know of no other period
when so many unarmed people
would have been killed during such
a short time.
The Akiraèiai interview with
S.Suþiedëlis in fact meant a breaking-point in Lithuanian historiography regarding the evaluation of the
June 1941 revolt. For probably the
first time, the tragedy of the Lithuanian Jews wasnt simply the focus
of a great deal of attention. What was
most important was the beginning
of an understanding that a part of
the Lithuanian nation, including authority figures like K.Ðkirpa, had contributed to it [the tragedy - transl.]
Each year brought new discoveries. The second 1994 Akiraèiai
number presented documents
about the June 1941 revolt, and specifically included a printed version
of a radio broadcast, an Appeal to
the Lithuanian people, authorized
by the chief of LAF headquarters to
be delivered by Leonas Prapuolenis in Kaunas. A document, as well
as declaring the restoration of Lithuanias independence, states the
following: Before the pure conscience of the entire world, the young
state of Lithuania enthusiastically
promises to join in the organizing of
Europe along new foundations.
Worn out by the cruel Boshevik terror, the Lithuanian nation is determined to create its future on the basis
of national unity and social justice.
Alongside it is the Appeal to the Lithuanian people announced on the
same day by L.Prapuolenis, which
declares close ties between the restored Lithuanian state and Nazi Germany. The following is a brief extract: Welcome the marching German army with trust and the joy of
gratitude, and give it your all-round
support. Long live friendly relations

with Great Germany and its Leader
Adolf Hitler!.
As noted by the Akiraèiai editorial office, important documents
from the June 1941 revolt, which are
mentioned in works published by
K.Ðkirpa and other participants in the
events, are presented incomplete.
The patriotic attitudes of the Lithuanian people are exposed, with no
mention of anticipated close ties with
the Germans.
Having received a cassette recording of these appeals from Balys
Graþulis, and discovering that the
emigre paper Draugas (Friend)
had refused to print a letter by
B.Graþulis explaining the history of
the documents recorded on the cassette, the Akiraèiai editorial office
was surprised that the LAF heirs, the
Frontists, had not mentioned these texts. As if sticking ones head

under a sheet will make the ghosts
of the past disappear, as if concealment and hiding are more useful to
Lithuania than the truth.
There was more than one other
article with new archival document
commentaries on the theme of the
June 1941 revolt. Which only confirmed the fears of the Akiraèiai editorial office that the memoirs of participants in certain fateful events,
e.g., those of former Minister of Industry with the Provisional Lithuanian Govenment Adolfas Damuðis,
differed from the truth.
In later years, there were other
articles by historians on the theme of
anti-Semitism, a lot of space given to
anti-Semitism in Lithuania during the
time of the Second World War, including in extracts from documents published in the press at that time.
Mindaugas TAMOÐAITIS

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Dear Mr. Chersonskij,
My wife and I recently completed a trip to Lithuania and spent several
days in Vilnius. While we were there, we met a member of the Vilnius
Jewish Community Center who gave us a tour of your facility and gave us
an English version of your publication Jerusalem of Lithuania. In addition, he showed us the locations of the Vilnius Jewish Ghettos during
World War II. His kindness was greatly appreciated.
Over the past several years, I have become a student of the holocaust
and my wife and I have read numerous publications and watched videos,
which detailed the atrocities committed against the Jewish people by the
Nazis. The brutalities committed against the Jews in Lithuania, and Vilnius
specifically, were especially heinous. One of the publications I have read
which details the brutality in Lithuania is contained in the book The Unknown Black Book edited by Joshua Rubenstein and Ilya Altman.
Since arriving home in the United States, I have read, with great appreciation, the April-June 2009 edition of Jerusalem of Lithuania many times. You are to be congratulated for this excellent newspaper As a manifestation of my appreciation, I would like to become a sponsor of the publication. Therefore, I have enclosed a check for $200.00. If you would be so
kind, I would appreciate it if you would put me on your mailing list for future
editions.
Should you, or any other member of your community, ever travel to the
United States, my wife and I would be pleased to serve as guides and
hosts.
I wish you the very best for the holidays, including a wonderful Hanu`Ìi`ÊÜÌ ÊvÝÊ* Ê `ÌÀÊ
kah.
Sincerely yours,
ÊvÀiiÊvÀÊViÀV>ÊÕÃi°
Bruce K. Crockett, Ph.D.
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